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Abstract 
New laboratory measurements and numeri c model studies show 
the present folded -path ATT current meters are stable and 
sensitive , but a r e not well suited for mean fl ow observations 
in surface gravity waves. Alternate designs which reduce 
unwanted wake effects are p r oposed . ATT flowmeter history, 
principles of acoustic flow sensors , mean flow near cylinders, 
and the need for linear flow senso r s a r e reviewed. 
v 
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I. Introduction 
Considerable interest has developed in the past several 
years in upper ocean flow measurements . Engineering designs 
for off-shore structures , air-sea in t eraction studies , heat 
transport (climate) models , pollution dispe r sion predictions, 
etc., all need reliable wave - zone est i ma tes of flow . 
While both distance a nd t i me can be measured with 
extraordinary accuracy , only relatively c r ude estimates of flow 
speed are possible in the ocean . Th i s seeming paradox arises 
from the broadband nature of ocean flow in which many time and 
length scales are present simul taneously . Interpretation of 
the mean speed therefore requires knowledge of both the tlme 
and spatial averaging processes used in forming the mean 
statistical estimates . 
Unlike the atmosphere , t he ocean dens i ty stratification 
strongly limits mean vertical flow . Below tidal frequencies, 
horizontal flows, for e x ample , are orders of magnitude more 
energetic than associated vertical flows. 
been adequate in moored studies of low-frequency ocean 
processes to measure only the more energetic horizontal flow 
components, a much less demanding instrument requirement. In 
surface gravity waves or on su r face - following moorings, 
however, large oscillatory vertical velocities are frequently 
present. To compute correct time averages , unbiased 
instantaneous horizontal veloc i t y values must be available for 
the entire averaging period. 
Since flow meters now used are at best only quasillnear, 
their accuracy invariably depends in rather complex ways on the 
mean, variance, harmonic content , direction and amplitude 
scales of the flow . The technical challenge of devising flow 
sensors with p r edictable instan t a neous or even mean response in 
arbitrary broadband f o r c ing h as not been solved . Time and 
space scales of the a veragi ng p roce ss a re r e l atively inflexible 
and are often variable o r unknown . 
Traditionally, mec han ical pr opel l e rs , roto rs , and floats 
have been us e d . In the last decade o r s o e l ectromagnetic (EM), 
a c oustic t ravel time (ATT), acoustic Doppl e r, a nd l aser Dopp~er 
sen sors h ave be e n introduced. Considerable lmp r ovement nas 
been achie ved pa rt icularly in propell e r 1 EM, and ATT methods, 
but to date no single method has emerged as an in situ (or even 
laboratory) standard fo r ocean fl ow. McCulloug~(l 9 7 4, 1976, 
1977, 1978 , and 1 9 79) reviews moo red f l owmeter technology. 
This report discusses acoust i c-tr a vel- t i me (ATT) sensors. 
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ATT flow sensors offer potentially attractive advantages 
for moored oceanographic appl ication but as yet are not 
commercially ava ilable in a form suitable for accurate , 
long-term mean-flow measurements in the wave-zone . In the last 
decade , size , power consumption , stability, and cost factors 
have been brought within practical limits. Precision in pipe 
flow now exceeds 0.5% in commercially available inst r uments 
(Lowell , 1977) . While further cost and flexibility 
improvements a r e desirable in moored instruments , the last 
majo r pe rformance limitation is the reduction of fl ow 
interference along the acoustic paths. 
ATT advantages include : 
· S ingle compone nt, linear response 
· High frequenc y response (>50 Hz) 
· High sensiti vity and res olu tion (<l mm/sec) 
· Wide range of spat ial averaging (l-107 em) 
· Three componen t averaging within a single volume. 
Present disadvantages include: 
· Poor wave response (as presen tly configured) 
· Relative complexity (expense) 
· Few packaging and sampling options. 
This report presents new laboratory and numeric model 
results for the Neil Brown Instrument Systems (NBIS) 
mirror-type ATT meter in wave-like flows. As background, the 
fifty y ear history of ATT development and present knowledge of 
flow near cylinders are reviewed. S trategies for impr oved 
performance such as larger rati o s of sensor separation to 
diamete r, redundant acoustic paths , conditional sampli ng, and 
digital linearization are cons idered. Spec ific design concepts 
are prese nted to stimulate further discussion. 
This is largely a progress report on t he development of 
moored ATT sensors . Many topics of central importance to 
overall moo red current meter pe rformance such as mooring 
mo t i on , compass accuracy , sampl ing schemes, fouling, endu rance, 
in s itu verification, etc., are not · treated~ se . 
-2-
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II. History 
A. Introduction 
The history of acoustic technology is reviewed by Hunt 
(1954 and 1978) and is continued to date by Her sey (1977) . 
Experiments before th is century were conducted largely by 
"gentleman scientists ," i ncludin g such notables as Aristotle, 
Leonardo da Vinci , Galileo , Newton, and Lord Rayleigh . Galileo 
(1~38) initiated the study of mechanics and concisely described 
the then known properties of sound. Newton (1686) predicted 
from theoretical conside rati on the speed of sound. The 
unresolved discrepancy between Newton's predi ction and the 
direct measurements of sound speed led the Pari s Academy of 
Sciences to conduct controlled outdoor meas urements in 1738. 
These measurements inco rpor ated the first use of ATT flow 
techniques. In order to eliminate unwanted bias by the wind, 
cannon were fired alternately from opposite ends of an 18-mile 
base line. It is cu rious to note that earlier e xperiments 
sponsored by Leopold d e Medici in 1656 had err oneously shown 
that sound moved at the same speed regardless of the wind 
direction. 
The first travel-time difference measurements in water 
were made by Fizeau (1851) using light interference 
techniques. This classic r elat ivity experiment showed that 
light did not follow the Galilean addition of velocities as it 
does with sound. 
Lord Rayleigh ' s two volume book (1877) and subsequent 60 
publications put the theoret i cal and prac tical aspects of 
acoustics on a firm modern basis . Rayleigh (1877) states 
regarding sound speed measurements : 
The principal precaution necessary is to reverse 
alternately the direction along which the sound 
travels, in order to eliminate the influence 
of the motion of the air in mass . Down the wind, 
for instance, sound travels relatively to the 
earth faster than its pr o per r ate , for the 
velocity of the wind is added to that proper to 
the propagation of sound in still air . 
Thus the principle and t heoretical background needed for ATT 
flow-meter s is pr om inent ly presented in the major acoustic te x t 
of the 19th century. 
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The necessary ATT transducers and electronic timing 
circuits were developed over the next 50 years. Practical 
underwater acoustics started in this century with efforts to 
use underwater sound for navigation and signaling. For such 
purposes, R. A. Fessenden in 1912 developed the first moving 
coil underwater transducer, much like a specialized 
loudspeaker. The sinking of the TITANIC in 1912 was followed 
in the same year by the first patents in Britain for echo 
ranging in air and water. Two years later in March of 1914, 
Professor Fessenden aboard the revenue cutter MIAMI 
demonstrated his echo locator and during the cruise discovered 
its effectiveness as a fathorneter. The first piezoelectric 
quartz acoustic transducer (the "singing condenser") was 
developed by Langevin in 1917. 
Unrestricted German submarine warfare starting in 1914 led 
to urgent cooperative acoustic development programs in France, 
Italy, Great Britain, and the United States. By the end of the 
war ten British warships had been fitted with experimental 
"Asdic" sounding equipment capable of detecting submarines at 
distances of more than 8 kilometers. Following the war, 
Chilowsky and Langevin filed patent for their mutual invention 
of a device "enabling the location of submarine obstacles as 
well as the sounding of the sea bottom by observing the 
reflected waves (of ultra-audible sound)," i.e., the echo 
sounder and fathorneter. 
Chilowsky ' s remarkable acoustic patent filed in December 
1924 goes on to describe the ship-mounted Doppler speed log 
(now called the dual-axis Janis configuration) used as the 
modern method of measuring ship speed over the ground. 
During the same quarter century the development of 
practical vacuum tubes and associated circuits led to very 
rapid advances in telephone and radio technology. With the 
introduction of the "Radiola" loudspeaker in 1926, the Pierce 
(1925) acous tic interferometer, and the rapid advances in echo 
sounding publicized in The Hydrographic Review, conditions were 
ripe for the invention of ATT flowrneters. 
The history of practical ATT flowrneters opens abruptly 
with the independent patent claims filed by Rutten in Berlin 
(September 1928) and by Hartig and Wilcox in Minneapolis 
(February 1929). Figure 1 (top) shows the Hartig/Wilcox 
invention. The pipe-flow principle shown was also intended for 
open flow such as "wind." The telephone-style transducers 
probably stern from Professor Hartig's earlier employment with 
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the telephone company. Measurements were made over the single 
acoustic path (a) , thus avoiding the basic difficulty of 
unwanted signals from small differential mechanical variations 
of the instrument . No attempt was made at this stage to reduce 
difficulties arising from acoustic multipaths and transducer 
flow disturbance . These problems were treated directly in the 
next two Hartig/Wilcox patents filed in 1932 and 1935 
respectively (see Table 1). 
The basically different Rutten invention of 1928 usea a 
central transmitter with separate up- and downstream 
receivers. Arrival of a sound pulse at the downstream receiver 
started an electrical timer ; arrival of the same pulse upstream 
stopped it. The acoustic sensors were mounted along the pipe 
center-line, much as in the Hartig/Wilcox device shown. 
Thus between 1912 and 1929 we see the invention of: 
· Underwater electro-mechanical and piezoelectric 
transducers 
· The echo sounder and fathometer 
· The Doppler speed log 
· The ATT flowmeter. 
B. The first ship and airship ATT meters 
The first ocean tests of an ATT meter were made on a 
"largely unplanned " trial by R. E. Payne of the Harvard 
Underwater Sound Laboratory (HUSL) aboard the launch FLYING 
CLOUD in January 1943. The tests were part of a larger World 
war II program to develop military applications of acoustics. 
In an April 1943 memo, M. H. Hebb of the same HUSL team 
identified the cause of the noisy results of the January tests 
and cor rectly d escribed for the first time the theory and 
design o f the modern two transducer ATT flowmeter. 
Unfortunately, the HUSL ship log program was discontinued that 
fall (1943) and the resu l ts were classified. Except for a few 
patents and relat ively obscure references, the work received 
little a ttention . 
The airship speed-log program of the same HUSL group was 
continued and produced the detailed theoretical and ---
experimental results described by Eisenstein et al. (1945) . 
Wolff and RCA had filed a patent claim in May-r9~for a 
similar dev ice and helped with the US Navy wartime 
-5-
Table 1 
Early ATT Patents 
Inventors Filed Reed . Number 
Chilowsky/Langevin 1916 1920 502 , 913 
Chilowsky 1924 1932 1,864,638 
Rutten 1928 1931 520,484 
Hartig/Wilcox 1929 1932 1,881,543 
Hartig/Wilcox 1932 1935 2,015,933 
Hartig/Wilcox 1935 1939 2,151,203 
Wolff/RCA 1939 1942 2,274,262 
Sproule 1943 1949 623,022 
Gray/US Navy 1945 1950 2,534,712 
Ono 1948 1956 182,549 
Kritz 1948 1958 2,826,912 
Swingel 1950 1956 2,746,291 
Now more than 20 0 ATT patents issued . 
.. 
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Remarks 
French, echo sounder 
Janis Doppler Log 
German, first ATT 
First single-path ATT 
Multipath solution 
Flush transducers 
3-station, air, phase 
English, 3-station 
3-station, air, pulse 
Japanese, single-path 
cross-flow 
2-station, sing-around 
2-station, air, pipe 
development. As shown in Figure 1 (bottom, insert) the air 
speed sensor had a central transmitter with separate up- and 
downstream receivers reminiscent of the patent claims of Rutten 
(1928), Hartig/Wilcox (1935), and Wolff/RCA (1939). Figure 1 
(bottom) also shows the test blimp and similar Navy K-airships 
in their hangar. Successful performance of the ATT speed log 
was demonstrated in repeated runs over a measured course in New 
Jersey, July 1945. The system used a 4 KHz, continuous wave 
(CW) carrier with multiplexed single-channel phase detection. 
In 1943 Sproule filed a patent claim in England for an ATT 
pipe flowmeter in which one transmitter-receiver pair operated 
upstream and a second pair operated downstream. Like the first 
HUSL ship log (January 1943), Sproule's invention relied on 
mechanical stability and probably would not have been suitable 
for ocean use. At this stage of the war England and the United 
States shared secret acoustic intelligence but it is not clear 
what relation , if any, the Sproule invention had to the Harvard 
program. 
In November of 1945 Gray applied for a US patent for an air 
speed indicator much like the Harvard/Wolff device but using 
pulse instead of phase detection. The parallel evolution of 
CW, pulse, and "sing-around" ATT techniques (discussed later) 
appears in historical hindsight to have been beneficial to the 
overall effort; when one tehnique became unsuitable, alternate 
methods were available. 
Two important conceptual advances, now used routinely in 
pipe flowmeters, were made by Toshio Ono in a patent filed in 
Japan in 1948. First, his device used only two transducers 
functioning alternately as transmitters and receivers; and 
second, the acoustic path was fixed not directly along the flow 
as in earlier meters, but at an angle to it. Simultaneous 
pulses were transmitted and arrival time differences measured 
directly with an oscilloscope. While the Ono timing technique 
now appears rather awkward, Ono correctly recognized the 
importance of nulling electromechanical variations by 
simultaneous acoust i c transmissions . In addition, he 
recognized the importanc e of reducing transducer flow 
interference . Later in the same year (1948), Kritz in this 
country fil ed patent fo r a more ful l y developed 
sing-around-type meter . One of Krit z's several devices also 
included the interchangeable transm i tter/receiver and 
cross-flow concep ts. 
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C. ~he first moored ATT meter 
The Eirst moored ATT meter shown in Figure 2 was developed 
for tidal studies by Middleton (1955) as part of his Ph.D. 
thesis. Thirteen second long phase measurements of l ~J.z sound 
bursts were made alternately in up- and downstream directions. 
Single half-hour samples (~400 in all) could be taken for a 
week with the vacuum tube circuits shown . Film recorder and 
battery were housed separately in the an chor and connected to 
the "fish" with an electric cable. The meter had a single 
acoustic axis and relied on a fin and compass for direction. 
~he fin shown was later replaced by one with about three times 
the surface area. 
The instrument demonstrated that ATT sensors could be used 
on moorings, but it also demonstrated the relative simplicity 
of mechanical sensors, an advantage they still offer. Kalmus 
(1954) and Suomi (1957) describe pipe and air flowmeters of the 
same era. Two decades passed before the next serious attempts 
were made to build moored ATT current meters . 
D. Anemometer development 
Suomi (1957), and Barrett and Suomi (1949) appear to be the 
first to use ATT techniques for micrometeorological 
experiments. Suomi used a pulse technique but had difficulty 
reliably measuring the small time differences. Bovsheverov and 
Voronov (1960) and Kaimal and Businger (1963) used continuous 
wave (CW) anemometer techniques to by-pass resolution problems 
of the pulse method. Mitsuta (1966) in Japan and Beaubien et 
al. (1966) in the US then independently improved the pulse--
technique. Mitsuta et al. (1967) and Kaijo Denki Co. in Japan 
developed a 3-axis hybr~pulse/CW anemometer incorporating the 
stability of the pulse technique with the signal-to-noise 
advantages of CW . 
E. Modern oceano gr aphic ATT current meters 
While air, blood, and pipe-flow ATT meter techniques 
advanced steadily in the 1950s and 1960s, little progress was 
made with ocean designs. Moorings were generally unreliable, 
vacuum tubes and high speed transistors required excessive 
power, and long-pi th ATT systems such as that developed by 
Nowak (1969) required large , stable platforms. 
By 1968 sample quantities of the new low power inte grated 
circuit electron ics (COS/MOS) became available and Trygre Gytre 
in Bergen, Norway started work on his ingenious, highly 
simplified ATT flowmeter . Taking the unconventional approach 
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of using the rising edge of flip- flops as fast voltage- ramps, 
he was able to reduce the required elect r onics to one 15 by 20 
em card with a similar card for the 300 - volt battery converter 
needed to drive the transducers . Prototype Gytre meters (shown 
later) opened new interest in p r actical ATT sensors for 
oceanography. These instruments offered high resolution 
(mm/sec) and potentially stable , fast , linea r response . 
Approximately 25 devices of vary ing design we r e constucted 
between 1970 and 1976 . Ocean applications inc luded : 
Richardson number and salt-finger free - fall probes , turbulence 
sensors, and moored current meters . 
In comparing the energy consumption and performance of 
various flow sensors , McCullough (1974) concluded that while 
overall ATT power requirements were still high , most of the 
energy was used in the signal processing , not in the sensors. 
Thus extended operation at sea would eventually become 
practical. Low power, stable operation was achieved in the 
laboratory in the mid-1970s by both Gytre (1976) and Lawson et 
al. (1976), leaving the problem of flow interference by the 
meter as the last major technical obstacle . Today a number of 
firms offer commercial ATT meters for air , water, medical, and 
industrial fluid flow applications . Oceanographic meters are 
available from France, Japan, Norway, and the USA . 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show a few of the large variety of 
anemometers and ocean flowmeters developed in the last two 
decades. 
In the 1980s it is anticipated that electronic large-scale 
integration (LSI) will lead to miniaturized ATT instruments 
with in situ processing for : 
1. Sensor wake avoidance 
2 . Vector averaging 
3. Variance and higher statistical moment processing 
4 . Three component (u,v,w ) sensor s 
5 . Mult iplex ed p r oc es s ors se rvi c i ng n ume r ous acoustic paths 
6. Shear and vortic i ty meters 
7 . Long p a th mete r s (systems) 
8. Large 3 - d i me ns i o nal ar r a y s with r edundan t ac ous t ic 
paths for error analysis and " fail-safe " operat i on 
9 . Flexible sampl i ng opti o ns . 
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As might be expected, steps in ATT flowmeter development 
have been closely linked to advances in other technologies. 
Key items include: 
1. Development of basic sound theory (19th century) 
2. Development of the underwater acoustic transducer 
(1912 on) 
3. Development of the vacuum tube and its circuits (~1910 
to 1960) 
4. Development of low power integrated circuits (1968 to 
present) 
5. Development of large-scale integration (LSI) and the 
microprocessor (~1972 to present) 
6. Low volume (custom) LSI (now). 
While far from complete, we hope this historical sketch 
will provide some general perspective from which to view 
present accomplishments and future possibilities of ATT 
flowmeters. 
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III. Principles of Sonic Flow Measurement 
A. Introduction 
Table 2 divides acoustic flowmeter principles into three 
broad categories: acoustic travel time difference (ATT), 
backscatter, and feature advection. Examples of scale sizes, 
uses, and users are shown . ATT flowmeters measure the 
difference in time required for sound to propagate with and 
against the flow. They differ from backscatter (volume 
reverberation) flowmeters in which remote sound scatterers are 
insonified and the observed frequency-shift (Doppler) or motion 
of the acoustic interference pattern (correlation sonar) of the 
echo is measured . Feature advection schemes measure the time 
for an acoustic feature to move from one location to another. 
B. Methods 
1. Acoustic travel time (ATT) 
Sound compressional waves in a fluid travel at constant 
speed with respect to the fluid mass regardless of the relative 
motion of the sound source or receiver. Thus, sound pressure 
fronts appear to move faster downstream than upstream to an 
observer moving with respect to the fluid. ATT flowmeters 
measure by various techniques the time difference ~t over some 
path such that 
~t = tupstream - tdownstream· 
Three measurement strategies for determining ~t are in 
general use: pulse, phase, and sing-around. Numerous other 
combinations a nd techniques are described in the extensive 
literature (~103 published papers); all methods measure the 
same basic qua n tity , ~t. Sa ti s fac tory corrections fo r i n sit u 
changes in sound speed due to tempe ra ture, sal i nity, an~ 
pressure effects can usually be appl i ed from measurements of 
depth and temperature , a nd knowled g e of mean salinity 
characteristics . Alternately , ma ny instruments incorporate 
some direct mearurement of c . The dominant error term, 
however, is the uncertain relation between the integrated flow 
speed along the acoustic path (the measured value) and the 
desired free stream velocity . Next, we describe briefly the 
three basic ~ t measurement techniques . 
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Table 2 
Types of Acoustic Flow Sensors 
Scale Size Use 
l) Travel-Time Difference (ATT) 
2) 
1-100 em 
l-1000 m 
l-1000 km 
6 0.1-10 m 
Backscatter 
A) Doppler 
l em 
l m 
10 m 
10-100 m 
100-100 0 m 
B) Correla tion sonar 
100-5000 m 
3) Feature Advection 
Current meters 
Pipe and 
channel flow 
Tomography 
Relative 
vorticity 
Blood flow 
Current meter 
sensor 
Ship log 
Ship profiler 
Long range 
profiler 
Ship log 
(other . . . ) 
-12 -
Reference 
Gytre (1979) ; 
Lawson et al. (1976) 
Lowell (1977) 
Munk & Wunsch (1979) ; 
\vorcester (1977) 
Rossby (1975) 
Newhouse et al. 
(1978) 
McCullough & Terry 
(1978) 
Ametek (1979); 
Kritz & Howard (1969) 
Regier (1979) 
Pinkel (1979) 
Dickey & Edward 
(1978); Andermo & 
Masreliez (1978) 
See section 
III,B,3 
, 
a. Pulse 
Simultaneous sound pulses are sent in opposite directions 
along the same acoustic path. The transmitters then act as 
receivers and the arrival time of some portion of the acoustic 
wave (such as the first zero crossing following the first major 
signal) is timed. 
The interval 6t between pulse arrivals (neglecting 
asymmetric electromechanical delays) is shown by McCartney 
et al. (1979) to be 
6t = 
which for v2 << c2 reduces to 
6t = 2~v cose 
cz 
where ~ is the transducer separation, e is the angle between 
the flow and ~, and v cos 8 is the spatially averaged flow 
component along ~. 
The assumption that v2 << c2 is well justified in ocean 
current meters since the sound speed is about 1500 m/sec while 
flow speeds rarely exceed 5 m/sec (10 knots). Thus for this 
extreme case c2;v2 = 3002, or v2 is ~105 times 
smaller than c2. 
The large difference between v and c also makes 6t very 
small in ocean applications. The sensitivity, 6t/v, is only 
1.3 x 10- 9 sec per em/sec for ~ = 15 em, but as will be shown 
later, present circuits allow noise levels in 6t as low as an 
equivalent flow of 0.1 mm/sec, i.e., ~1 x 10-11 sec (10 pico 
sec). Additional discussion is given in Appendix C. 
b. Phase 
Phase changes of long pulses or continuous wave (CW) 
transmission are measu red. The phase change 6¢ at frequency f 
(again for v 2 <<c 2 ) is 
4nf~v cose 
cz 
-13-
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Without some kind of "speed-range" logic this method has a 
maximum speed Vmax at ¢ = TI radians such that 
(For£ = 10 em, f = 1 . 5 MHz and c = 1500 m/sec, Vmax,min = 
± 3 7 5 em/sec ) . 
c. Sing-around 
The sing-around method is basically a pulse technique in 
which each new pulse in one direction is initiated by the 
arrival of the previous pulse. After n repetitions the sound 
direction along £ is reversed. The difference liF in pulse 
repetition rates then gives lit in much the same way as in the 
pulse method. For v2 << c 2 , 
2v cose 
n£ 
~he small individual li t intervals are thus accumulated to make 
a larger and more easily detected difference signal. In 
addition, c is measured more-or-less directly by the approach, 
leading some authors and inventors to incorrectly suggest that 
the speed of sound is not involved in the measurement. 
Gytre (1976 and 1979) discusses ATT design issues. Lawson 
et al. (1976) describe a hybrid pulse/phase technique used in 
the NBIS meter. Kaimal ( 197 9) and Larsen et al. ( 197 9) review 
ATm anemometer design. Lowell (1977) and Newhouse et al. 
(1978) discuss pipe and bloodflow ATT techniques respeCtively. 
d. Novel ATT methods 
A large variety of additional ATT methods have been 
suggested. A series of 1965 US patents (Class 73/l94A) 
describe "beam bending" sensors in which a narrow acoustic beam 
is bent by the flow and sensed as a difference signal in t wo 
receivers placed parallel to the flow opposite the 
transmitter . A second method uses variations in sound 
intensity caused by flow-induced changes on multiple internal 
acoustic reflections in a tube. M-sequence encoding and AM/FM 
have been proposed for AT'I' timing. Larsen et al. (1979) 
discuss a modern version of the Hartig/Wilcox 1929 concept. 
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2. Backscatter 
a. Doppler 
The radial speed (range-rate) of remote sound scatterers is 
determined from the frequency-shift (Doppler) of their echo. 
The Doppler shift ~f is related to the radial velocity vR, 
sound speed c , and frequency f0 to first order in v/c by 
Pinkel (1979), and McCullough and Terry (1978) review 
oceanographic application of Doppler flowmeters . 
b. Correlation sonar 
Scatterer motion across the acoustic beam can also be 
detected. An array of receivers normal to the beam is used to 
determine the lateral speed of the echo interference pattern by 
observing its spatial-shift (as opposed to frequency-shift in 
Doppler) during an interval which is small compared with the 
scatterer decorrelation time . 
One implementation uses a single transmitter , a plane array 
of receivers, and pairs of acoustic pulses . Two pulses 
separated by a time T (short compared with the scatterer 
decorrelation time) are transmitted . During reception of the 
first echo , amplitudes at each array element are time - averaged 
and stored . The second echo is processed in the same way . 
Next , the recorded echo arrays are computationally "slid" in a 
computer to find the array displacement vector x, yielding 
maximum pulse-to- pulse correlation. The velocity v, normal to 
the transmitted beam , is then found from 
X 
v = 2T 
The technique offers the att r active potential of remote 
sensing of all three velocity components (u , v , and w) i n a 
single remote volume . Dickey and Edward (1978) and Andermo and 
Masreliez (1978) describe correlation sonar techniques . 
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3. Feature advection 
The time taken for features such as turbulence patches, 
particles, etc., to pass two observation stations can be 
measured by correlating up- and downstream signals. In 
addition, Doppler broadening due to transit-time effects and 
intensity fluctuations of Doppler spectra (decorrelation time) 
have been proposed and tested as detectors (see Kennedy and 
Bilbro 1979). Optic, radar, and acoustic flowmeter versions 
have been described and patented over the years, but only 
recently have practical devices begun to evolve in atmospheric 
and military applications. Further background is found in 
Morgan and Bowles (1967), Tompkins et al. (1974), Kipphan and 
Mesch (1978), Barakat and Buder (1979), etc. 
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IV. Cosine-Response 
"Cosine-response" is a recently coined term describing a 
current sensor's immunity to off-axis flow. If a flow v is at 
some angle Y to the sensor's axis of greatest sensitivity, then 
the flow component along the axis is v cos y. The sensor is 
said to have "perfect cosine-response" if it measures v cos y 
correctly for all y over the bandwidths of frequency and 
scaler size accepted by the sensor. "Horizontal" cosine-
response refers to y in the horizontal plane~ "vertical" 
cosine-response refers to y in the vertical. "Static" and 
"dynamic" cosine-response refer to response in steady flow and 
in time/space varying flow respectively. 
Somewhat surprisingly, good vertical cosine-response is 
required even if the vertical flow has no net displacement. 
This requirement exists for continuously averaging current 
meters because accurate (or at least unbiased) instantaneous 
measurements are needed throughout the averaging cycle. 
Alternately, conditional sampling and/or linearization could be 
used before averaging. 
If a flow sensor has imperfect cosine-response (which they 
all do to some extent), it is influenced by flow components 
normal to its axis of greatest sensitivity, i.e . , it responds 
to off-axis flow or has "cross-talk . " Low cross-talk levels 
are desirable for two reasons: 
1. Cross-talk complicates the in situ data processing 
prior to vector averaging . (Estimates of u, v, and w are 
needed in an iterative process to improve the u estimate, 
etc.), and 
2. Sensors with significant cross-talk cannot be modeled 
as linear systems. 
While often less expensive and easier to build, the 
response of nonlinear sensors is generally more expensive to 
calibrate, model, and verify. Since the cross-talk process is 
inherently nonlinear, off-axis sensitivity for one frequency, 
wavenumber, and amplitude may differ from that at another, or 
from response in complex broadband forcing . Testing becomes 
difficult (expensive) with nonlinear systems since large 
combinations of test conditions are involved . On the other 
hand, if the sensor is quasilinear its response and error 
bounds can be estimated by less elaborate procedures. Thus a 
basic performance goal for practical component flow-t r ansducers 
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such as propeller , EM, and acoustic sensors is " good " static 
and dynamic cosine-response . How " good " is adequate depends on 
the flow comple xity and intended final accu r acy . Numeric 
models such as used below can be used to efficiently predict 
the relative importance of various cosine-response 
imperfections over a wide range of ocean conditions . 
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v. Direct-Path Meters 
A. Problems 
Figure 6 shows an early Gytre-type ATT meter tested at WHO! 
in 1973-1974. Two diagonal acoustic paths between four 
transducers measure the horizontal components of flow normal to 
the long-axis of the meter. The acoustic paths are 10 em long; 
transducer cylindrical supports are 1 em in diameter, i.e., a 
transducer separation to diameter ratio of 10. The instrument 
was designed fo+ free-fall shear measurements and has no 
mooring cage. Shown above the current meter is the WHO! tow 
carriage and 1 m peak-to-peak horizontal linear oscillator 
("slosher"). (The tank is 1.19 m wide, 1.04 m deep, and 20 m 
long. In 1977 the gravel bottom was replaced with smooth 
fiberglass, the tow carriage and rails were rebuilt, and a 
flume capability was added.) 
Figure 7 shows the measured dynamic response of the Gytre 
instrument to simultaneous steady-tow and oscillation parallel 
to the tow. Speed over the ground, indicated speed, tow 
carriage position, and meter position are shown for a 2.7 sec 
oscillation. The top panel shows the response with the 
acoustic axis aligned with the flow (e = OO). The bottom 
panel is similar except the axis is at 450 to the flow. 
Speed scales were determined from steady flow calibrations at 
each angle (e = oo and e = 450). The larger distortion in 
the upper panel (8 = oo suggests the importance of dynamic 
wake effects. The dynamic response, however, is considerably 
faster than that of rotors and propellers used in the ocean 
(i.e., see McCullough, 1978, Figure 4; and Weller and Davis, 
1979, Figure 14). 
The slosher used (Figure 6, top) had a wheel and 
connecting-rod arrangement generating horizontal linear motion 
of the form 
Rw sin 2wt 
V = -Rw sin wt -
2 [ (L/R) 2 -0.5 (1-cos 2wt)] 0 • 5 
where R is the wheel radius, w is its angular velocity, L is 
the connecting-rod length , and V is the oscillatory speed 
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transmitted to the current meter. For the tests shown 
R = 39.5 em 
L = 77 . 0 em 
w = 2n/T = 2 n/2 .68 sec= 2.34 rad/sec . 
v is composed of first , second, and higher harmonics which when 
combined give the asymmetric "calc ulated speed" shown (Figure 
7, dash-line) . 
The dynamic response (dots) generally follows the 
calculated kinematic speed over the ground for these conditions 
and for an additional range of T exceeding that anticipated in 
ocean surface gravity waves. Further, the dynamic response 
does not vary appreciably with frequency, i.e ., it is 
accurately predicted by the steady-tow calibration at each 
angle 8. While harmonic in-line forcing is only a rather 
special case of broadband three-dimensional forcing, these 
early ATT slosher e xperiments strongly motivated further 
development effort . 
Figure 8 shows a major technical problem: non-linear 
angular response in steady flow, i.e ., poor horizontal 
cosine-response. In the lower panel the single axis-response 
at various rotation angles 8 to the flow is given for a range 
of speeds. Note that the response does not decrease with 8 as 
desired. The upper part of Figure 8 shows the section along 53 
em/sec. Errors relative to the response at soo are also 
shown. The upward trend of the measurements toward higher 
speeds (lower panel) was later found to be a test artifact; 
that below ~15 em appears in other meters and test conditions. 
The general picture is rather discouraging: the sensor is 
strongly nonlinear when measuring in its own wake. 
B. Solutions 
Methods considered for improving the cosine-response were 
( are ): 
1. Point a one-axis (or a two-a x is) ATT meter into the 
flow with a large vane . 
2. Correct for the wake defect in the calibration. 
3 . Use streamlined or faired transducer mounts. 
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4. Mount the transduce r s o n stems extending into the case 
as in ATT anemomete r s . 
5. Use two parallel rings o r bars with inclined acoustic 
paths . 
6. Arrange three horizontal acoustic paths in an 
equilateral triangle . Use only the two paths with 
least wake d i s t u r bance . 
7. Increase the transduce r separation to diameter ratio. 
8. Fold the acoustic path(s) wi th a mirror . 
9. Use small (fragile) sensors and supports. 
10. Use conditional sampling . 
11. Use combinations of these . 
c. Discussion 
As a first step , the mi rro r method (8) was adapted while 
work progressed on the more pressing problems of power 
consumption, stability , and commercial construction. Now that 
these issues are largely resolved , a new look at alternate 
transducer configurations seems timely. 
1. Add a vane 
Large vanes used on many mechanical meters are awkward to 
handle and may be inadequate in the wave-zone due to length 
scale and low speed r esponse difficult i es (see i.e. , 
McCullough , 1979 ; and Bear ds l e y et a l., 1977) . 
2 . Cal i brati on co rr e ction 
Since er r ors do no t appe ar t o be st r ongly f r equency 
dependent (F i gure 7) o r spe e d d epe nde nt (F igu r e 8) , 
linearization by d i g ital pr ocess i ng such as described by Horst 
(1973) , Smith (1978 ), etc ., might be appl icable. Unlike 
earlier analog l i near i zatio n circuits , digital microprocessors 
now allow compl e x ite r a ti ve c orrections i n s i tu. Such 
digitally implemented algo ri thms ar e precisely defined , 
inherently stable, and r e adily s ervi ced . Cos t, space , and 
power requi r ement s a r e no t p r ohi b i t i ve . 
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On the other hand, wak e -induced errors are also amplitude, 
wavenumber, and time dependent , i.e . , they vary with the scale 
and previous history of the flow. Dynamic variability of the 
corrections (factors of 2 o r more) and complex cross-axis 
interference (nonorthogonality) are anticipated from our 
observations and those of related studies such as Sarpkaya 
(1976). 
At present the laboratory observations and models needed to 
derive the required correction procedures are not available. 
Assuming they can be developed , their verification may be slow 
and expensive. Further , allowing large nonlinearities before 
bandwidth limiting quasi li near sensors often leads to subtle 
error conditions such as found in hot-wire and hot-film 
velocimetry. Simple electronic "li nearization" based on 
steady-flow performance could actually degrade dynamic-flow 
accuracy in some situations while unnecessarily complicating 
the electronics and flow testing. Practical examples of how 
such " over-cor rection" might originate are illustrated later 
(Figures 14, 29, and 30) . Since it appears accurate electronic 
linearization may be difficult to develop, we feel direct 
sensor linearization should be emphasized during the present 
stage of ATT design evolution . 
3 . Streaml ined or faired transducer mounts 
Streamlined supports would have less pressure drag and 
consequently smal ler flow - defects in on-axis steady flow. 
Additional mechanical cross-section , however, would complicate 
dynamic off-axis response and cross-talk. Hardies (1975) (see 
Figure 5, bottom right) has demonstrated modified steady-flow 
cosine-response using this approach . Associated dynamic 
response has not been documented. 
4. Transducer s t ems 
This method has been routinely used in anemometers (see 
Figure 3) at similar Rey nolds numbe rs but in quite different 
turbulence and oscilla tory flow conditions. The wake effect 
at e = 0° can be substanti ally redu ced with only a small 
addition of o ff - axis cage cross - s ec ti on . Further evaluation of 
this approach is proposed in Sec t ion VIII. 
5 . S lanted direc t paths 
This method (see Figu r e 5, t op right) has been used 
successfully by Williams and Tochko (1977) for benthic boundary 
layer Reynolds stress studies . While their particular design 
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is not intended for wave-zone measurements, alternate 
geometries with good 3-dimensional response may exist. 
Preliminary measurements with ring mounted sensors (Figure Sc), 
however, suggest caution. 
6. Three horizontal paths 
This method looks promising ; see Section VIII for 
discussion. 
7. Longer acoustic paths 
This is the basic solution . Since flow-defects 
asymptotically decrease with distance, doubling the transducer 
separation while keeping the same size cage bars will nearly 
halve the acoustically integrated wake errors. High strength 
materials and small transducers could be developed to increase 
the transducer support separation to size ratio, while 
maintaining small rugged instruments. Ratios in the range ~20 
to 50 might represent a reasonable near-term design goal. 
8. Mirrors 
Horizontal cosine-response is immediately improved but 
vertical cosine-response suffers (see Section VII). 
9. Small sensor supports 
a. The conflicting roles of sensor-support and 
mooring-support could be separated. Miniature transducers 
might be delicately mounted near the center of a slender but 
rugged structural cage. 
b. A slender central mooring rod with spring-out, 
umbrella-like transducers might be practical in some 
applications . 
10. Cond itional sampling 
Correct readings are generally not requir ed continuously, 
so flow condit ions might be selec tive ly sampled. Item (6) 
above is an e xample . 
11. Combination and other methods 
Combinat ion of these and othe r techniques will undoubtedly 
evolve with time. Perhaps there is a way to avoid the wakes 
entirely . It is time again for innovative design. 
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VI. Flow Near Cylinders 
A. Introduction 
In moored applications, errors due to meter-generated wakes 
are roughly an order of magnitude larger than all other ATT 
errors combined. To better understand the nature of fluid 
wakes we digress in this section to review the special case of 
wakes behind cylinders . Off-axis , accelerated flow around the 
complex structures of practical current meters will naturally 
be more complex, but the well-studied cylinder case can help 
illustrate the nature of the problem and may be useful in 
certain future designs. 
B. Wake Regimes 
Figure 9 shows the sequence of fully developed wake regimes 
behind long, smooth circular-cylinders placed normal to steady 
flow. The stable regimes shown are similar in planes normal to 
the cylinder axis while the flow in the transition zones tends 
to be intermittent and more nearly three dimensional in 
character. Free-stream turbulence causes transitions to occur 
at lower Reynolds numbers and may cause stable wakes to "wag" 
from side to side or become irregular. Cylinder roughness has 
similar effects . Thus the boundaries between wake types are 
variable and as will be seen below, different stable wake 
patterns can exist at the same Reynolds number. 
The dimensionless Reynolds number R gives the ratio of 
inertial to viscous forces acting on particles of fluid. The 
bulk Reynolds number used here is defined in terms of the 
cylinder diameter D, flow speed V, and fluid kinematic 
viscosityv as 
R = VD/V • 
At small R the viscous forces dominate and wakes are laminar. 
At large R inertial e ff ects (flu i d accelerations) dominate. 
From t he l eft for increas ing R (or simply increasi ng speed 
for a fixed cylinder diameter and fluid kinematic viscosity) 
the flow regimes are : 
l. Laminar. Flow patterns ahead of and behind the 
cylinder are alike and free of turbulence. Flow 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
speeds are accurately predicted by potential flow 
theory. 
Twin vortices . Attached vortices, sometimes called 
Foppl vortices, form behind the cylinder in columns 
parallel to the cylinder axis. Stability is strongly 
affected by upstream disturbances. 
Laminar vortex street. An irregular but periodic 
street of laminar vortices forms behind the cylinder. 
Turbulent vortex street. Regular pattern of periodic 
turbulent vortices appear in what is known as the 
"Kirmin vortex street." This is the familiar wake 
regime seen in nature. It is also the wake regime of 
greatest interest in moored ATT flowmeters. 
Chaotic wake. Large fluid accelerations lead to a 
totally disorganized wake. Before 1960 this was 
thought to be the final regime, since increased 
accelerations at higher R would probably lead to 
increased flow disorganization. 
Thin turbulent wake. Surprisingly, organized structure 
re-emerges above R ~ 3.5 x 106. 
Also shown in Figure 9 are the dimensionless cylinder drag 
coefficient c0 and the reciprocal of the dimensionless 
Strouha~ number s. The slanted lines show the speed versus 
Reynolds number relation for selected values of cylinder 
diameter and temperature in fresh water. c0 and S are seen 
to be nearly constant at 1.2 and 0.2 respectively in this 
range. Selected values of v are given in Table 3. 
The vortex shedding frequency f is 
f = sv D 
An example frequency scale for 0 = 1. 5 em and S = 0 . 2 is shown 
at the right (Figure 9) . This frequency is clearly visible in 
the ATT signals. In some flowmeters it is used directly as the 
speed signal . The shedding frequency f can also be used 
effectively in identifying wake sources. Lateral forces on the 
cylinder appear at frequency f, while forces in-line with the 
flow are smaller and appear at 2f. 
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Table 3 
2 Kinematic Viscosities in em /sec 
Temperature, oc oo so 10° 
Pure water 0 . 0179 0.0151 0.0130 
Sea water 
(35°/oot 0 db) 0.0183 
(35o/oot 6000 db) 0 . 0171 
Air (Q.ry, 1 atm) 0.132 0.141 
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20° 30° 
0.0100 0.0080 
0.0105 
0.151 0.160 
• 
• 
Figure 10 shows developing flow patterns around a cylinder 
at low Reynolds numbers (~1 to 100). The camera is fixed with 
respect to the cylinder and the flow is made visible by 
aluminum powder spread on the water surface . The motion is 
started suddenly and is held constant during the photo 
sequence. Greater time elapses between the last two figures 
than between the others . Similar photos of internal fluid 
motion are shown in Taneda (1956) . Note the growth of the twin 
attached vortices and their final transition to vortex 
shedding. In ATT meters the growing wake leads to reduced 
response in steady flow as will be shown later (Figure 14). 
Figure 11 (after Nishioka and Sato, 1978) shows the cross 
wake velocity structure (top) and wake length (bottom) for low 
Reynolds numbers similar to those of the previous figure. 
Coutanceau and Bovard (1977) give further details. 
At higher Reynolds numbers the Karman vortex street 
develops. Figure 12 shows a typical surface aluminum powder 
photo at R = 2 x 103 . The camera is moving at the wake speed 
causing the cylinder to appear as a white blur near the bottom 
center. Note the general shape and size of the wake relative 
to the cylinder diameter. Notice also the irregular pattern of 
the wake toward the top of the figure . Very steady laboratory 
conditions are needed to form wakes of even this regularity. 
More complex flow will exist around meters moored in surface 
gravity waves. 
Contours of mean flow speeds behind cylinders are shown in 
Figure 13. The three maps at the left give contours of equal 
speed for three values of R spanning our range of interest. 
Panel (d) shows the flow speed at 10° intervals along the 
radial directions indicated in panel (b). Panel (e) shows the 
~aximum flow-defect directly behind the cylinder ( 8 = QO) for 
various values of R. Note that large flow-defects (20-40% less 
than Uoo) occur even at distances of 10 or more diameters 
downstream. Expressi ons for mean far-field speeds (x > ~ so 
dia) are given in Schlichting (1968), Heinz (1959), etc . 
Panel (f) shows the same effect along the 8 = 200 radial 
direction. The free stream velocity beyond the wake is reached 
within a few cylinder di amet ers a nd the variation with Reynolds 
number is c onsi de r ably red uc ed . The largest integrated 
flow-defect is equal to an equivalent acoustic path loss of 
about 1.5 diameters. This equals a 15% loss in a 10/1 
separation to diameter ratio instrument, somewhat less than 
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that at 20° in Figure 8 (which includes the cylinder bow wake 
and end effect) . The combined wake effect from several 
cylinders can be estimated in t he Reynolds number range of 
interest by linear superposition in a manner detailed by Bragg 
and Suk (1971). 
C. Measured Low Speed Response 
Figure 14 shows the obse r ved voltage response (scaled in 
speed units) of the meter in Figure 6 at very low speed (R = 
33). A special low-noise tow car riage started at t = 0, 
traveled at uniform speed , and stopped 5 to 6 minutes later 
having traveled only 70 to 80 em , or 7 to 8 probe separations. 
Before t = 0, the three traces show very low meter/tank system 
noise (about 0.1 mm/sec peak-to-peak in a 15 Hz bandwidth). 
The larger abrupt changes are caused by an electronic "bug." 
Carriage noise ( 0 . 2 mm/sec peak-to-peak) exceeds that of the 
meter just after start up; total noise grows only slightly with 
time indicating the low turbulence level of the wake at R = 
33. Anticipated flow pattern (not observed directly) is shown 
in Figures lOd and lOe and at the dot above R = 33 in Figure 9. 
The top and bottom panels show the response with the 
acoustic axis aligned with the flow (8 = OO). Note large 
response reduction as the wake builds with time (distance). 
Compare also the general nature of the acoustic response with 
the wake evolution of Figure 10. The negative stop transient 
at t ~ 5 min equals the velocity defect just before the stop, 
further demonstrating that the speed reduction is caused by the 
entrained water of the wake, not by acoustic or electronic 
effects. The flow defect at 4 em/sec is only ~0.3 of the peak 
signal, compared with ~.6 here. 
In the middle panel the flow is at 20° to the acoustic 
axis. The speed reduction is much less, giving a net response 
which exceeds that at 8 = oo e xcept near the carriage start 
(t ~ 0) . The " ove r s hoot" at the carriage stop is 
correspondingly redu ced . 
The bottom panel i tn s a e as the t op p ane l except t he 
water ~1 m upstream wa s gently s tirred with a pencil - sized 
dowel at t i me A. The di s t urba nce gr o ws wi t h time fi nally 
obliterating the negative stop transient (t ~ 5.6 m) . The 
effect illustrates the i mportance of low tank turbulence in 
such demonstrations . I t furthe r suggests that laboratory and 
open ocean conditions will diffe r. 
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D. Dynamic Wake Effects 
The special case of fully developed wakes behind stationary 
cylinders in uniform, turbulence-free flow (treated above), may 
not be very representative of wakes from yawed cylinders in 
accelerated, turbulent, three dimensional ocean boundary 
layers. Effects of surface following mooring accelerations 
will further complicate the flow . While ocean wave dynamics 
have been studied intensively in recent years, insufficient 
detail is available to guide ATT flowmeter design. Peculiar 
effects reported, however, suggest complex behavior with 
variable mean properties. Zdravkovich and Namork (1977), for 
example, note vortices shed from only one side of a cylinder, 
while laboratory tests indicate large changes in c0 . 
Sarpkaya (1976) treats variations in drag and mass 
coefficients of smooth cylinders placed normal to two 
dimensional oscillatory flow with no mean component. His 
results show strong dependence (factors of 2) on the ratio of 
oscillation size to cylinder diameter (Keulegan-Carpenter 
number). King (1977) provides additional information on 
oscillating flow with a mean component. 
Bell (1979) reviews effects of free-stream turbulence on 
Co and notes changes (again factors of 2) with turbulent 
intensity. His analysis suggests similar variation with 
turbulent scale. Since the total drag in ATT applications is 
dominated by the pressure-drag, which in turn is closely 
related to the wake flow defect, we can anticipate that the ATT 
integrated flow defects will vary (in some manner) with c0 • (Indeed, the ATT technique might be useful in studying drag 
since both the shedding frequency and flow defect are sensed 
directly.) Although dynamic flow observations are still 
limited, the large observed variations in mass and drag 
coefficients suggest due caution in predicting three 
dimensional ocean wakes from mean steady-state two dimensional 
conditions. Direct acoust i c obse r vations of flow defects in 
waves are needed . 
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VII. Mirror-Type Meters 
A. Section Overview 
Two mirror-type ATT meters (Figures 15-16) were developed . 
Test results of three vers1ons of the second (NBIS) design are 
shown in this section and can be summarized as follows. 
1. Flow intensification of about +0 . 5 em/sec is observed 
at speeds below about 15 em/sec (Figures 17 and 22) . 
2. Zero flow noise is less than l mm/sec peak-to-peak 
(Figure 18) . 
3. Zero flow stability for 63 days has a standard 
deviation of l mm/sec (Figure l8f). 
4. Gain stability . No gain changes were noted during the 
2 months of tests . Erratic behavior of one axis developed 
after nine months . 
5. Linearity. In the special case of steady horizontal 
flow with one pair of transducers aligned to the flow ( 8 = oo) 
linearity is better than +2% (a measurement limitation) or 0.5 
em/sec, whichever is larger (Figure 22). Such values, however, 
do not represent overall accuracy since much larger errors are 
introduced by meter orientation , vertical flow, and dynamic 
effects. 
6. Horizontal cosine-response. Speed and direction rms 
errors are 4% (0 . 2 em/sec at 5.3 em/sec) and 1.6° respec-
tively (Figures 19 and 20). 
7. Vertical cosine-response. Flow blockage and mirror -
type acoustics combine to give poor vertical cosine-response 
(Figures 23-27) . Var iations of meter shape change the response 
but do not correct it (Figures 24-25). Differential blockage 
of acoustic half-paths contributes t o the errors (F igures 
26-27). 
8 . Model calculat ions predict large errors in waves 
(Figure 28) . Provisional tests (Figure 29) suggest errors grow 
with wave amplitude . 
9 . Measured dynamic response to horizontal oscillation 
shows significant additional errors (Figure 30). 
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Tests i nd ic a te stable linear respo nse except in mea n flows 
wi th e i ther v e rtical flo w components or in-line ho riz o ntal 
oscillations . Low me a n speed response is bo th predicted and 
observed in dynam ic flow . Large angle errors are predi c t e d. 
Detailed discuss i o ns of the tests follow . Possi ble impr oved 
designs are p r opos e d in the next section . 
B. Ins tr ume nts Tested 
Figure 15 s h ows the first WHOI moored ATT c u rrent meter 
constructed i n 19 75 and described by McCullough (19 76). 
Laboratory tes t s showe d l o ng-term zer o and gain instabi l i t i es 
later resolved by Gytre (1979 ) . Moo red intercomp a ris ons o f 
this ATT mete r a nd a 3 -axis Marsh McBirney , Inc . 
elect r omagnet i c s phere showed large relative ve locity 
differences in wave s ( s ee McCull o ugh, 1978). Independent 
laboratory tests o n a similar Gytre me ter are gi ve n by Collar 
and Gwilliam (1977) . Evans et al. (19 7 9 ) descri be a pro f il ing 
application . 
Figure 16 shows a sec o nd mirror-type ATT mete r bu i lt by 
NBIS and tes t ed a t WHOI in 1978-1979. Test re s ult s sh own in 
Figures 17 - 2 4, 27 -2 9a and Bl-B2 are from this s i ngle 
instrument . Ho w nearly its performanc e r e prese n t s t he 
instrument class has not been determined , b ut is sugg ested by 
the r esults of F i g ur e 25 , 29b , 30, and those o f Appe ll (1977) . 
An index of tests i s g iven in Appendix D. 
C. Tests o f the NBIS Current Meter 
1 . Flow acce l e r a tion 
Figure 17 illus trates l ow-speed flow acceler a ti o n in t he 
acoustic sense v o lume. Flo w is from the le f t at 1. 53 em/sec . 
Photo s equenc e made in the WHOI flume at 5 sec interval s s hows 
the bend ing of a single vertical potassium permanganate dye 
column as it pa ss e s the inst rumen t c e nte r - line . As in Fi g ure 
15, the ac o usti c s ense v o lume i s l oca t ed jus t be low t he 
finger -like t r a nsd uc e r s uppo rts and a bo v e the s hort center pos t 
hold i ng the ac o ustic mirror . One a coustic a x is is aligned with 
t he fl o w ( 8 = 0°) . Measureme n ts of this sequence indi ca te 
1 6% g r e ater speeds in the sense v o l ume t han upstream o f the 
me t er . The geometric cross - section of the meter blocking t h e 
flow was 6 .4% o f the free flume cross - section . Similar 
bloc kage also c auses a 6% increase in apparent sensitivity at 
highe r to w s peeds (Figures 21 - 22) . 
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2. Sampling 
Data in Figures 18-24, 29a, and Bl-B2 were taken in 
low-speed, steady flow in the WHOI flume . With the ATT meter 
in place, the flume speed was allowed to equilibrate (~1 hour) 
before each day ' s run. The small drogue seen resting against 
the meter in Figure 16 (lower right) was used to establish the 
mean Lagrangian speed upstream of the ATT meter. The drogue 
size and depth were made approximately equal to that of the 
acoustic volume. Drogue speeds were measured manually with 
permanent meter lines marked on opposite walls of the tank and 
a calibrated stop watch. Dye streaks placed around the drogue 
were used to estimate drogue slippage corrections. Dye was 
also used to monitor unwanted shears in the flume. Repeated 
current meter measurements were made to monitor overall test 
stability. Air bubbles , the primary source of systematic error 
in these ATT meter tests, were r out inely removed by brushing. 
Analog voltages from each ATT axis were independently 
averaged with an external , single-channel V/F (voltage to 
frequency) converter and gated electronic counter. The 10 -
second mean V/F frequenc ies obta ined were manually recorded, 
averaged , and corrected for zero flow bias. Error bars for 
data points in the figures represent plus-minus one standard 
deviation of typically 10 such 10-second means made at each 
instrument setting . The interval between 10-second 
observations was usually several seconds (long enough to read, 
record , and restart the counter), but often minutes or even 
days elapsed . The 72 vector means of Fig ur e 19, for e x ample , 
were derived from more than 2000, 10-second averages spaced 
over 3 days. Rotation and tilt angles were set manually by 
means of a horizontal index circle, special tilt scales , 
various guy ropes, fixtures, etc. Repeatability of ~1 mm/sec 
is suggested by the obse rvational scatter. 
3 . Zero stability 
a . Short pe ri od s t a bil i t y 
Response to no-flow condition s are shown in Figure 18 . The 
analog voltages from one acoust i c axis in very still water are 
reproduced from strip chart reco r dings for periods of 10 , 20, 
200, and 2000 seconds . The water used had been in thermal 
equilibr ium with the room and meter for several days and was 
allowed to stand overnight prior to the tests shown. Air 
bubbles were removed. The cause of the dominant 2 . 1 Hz signal 
seen best in traces (a) and (b ) is unknown . 
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Trace (e) shows sig nal modulations caused by acoustic 
reflections in the tank. The effect is produced by slowly 
changing the water level (by siphoning, draining, volume 
change, or the like). This technique allows simple evaluation 
of unwanted acoustic reflection in a test tank. Earlier tests 
at 0.8 MHz were dominated by larger reflections of thi s nature 
and lead to the higher acoustic frequency (1.6 MHz) now used. 
Additional zero flow data for this instrument are shown in 
Appendix B, Figures B-1 and B-2 . 
b. Temperature, vibration, and fouling 
Provisional temperatu re tests show no change larger than 
one em/sec over the range so to 2ooc. No systematic 
vibration tests were made , but handling vibration has not been 
a problem to date . P r e liminary fouling tests suggest no 
appreciable sensitivity to small barnacles and other growth on 
the transducers . Additional temperature, vibration, and 
fouling tests are needed . 
c . Long period stability 
The bottom trace (Figure 18f) shows the two-axis stability 
over a 63-day period in the laboratory. Points shown are the 
means of 20 or more 10-second V/F averages. The standard 
deviation is 1 mm/sec . (Note, the speed scale in trace (f) is 
about half that above .) The measurements were made both in 
still water and by repeated 180° meter rotations in steady 
low speed ( 5 cm/secj flume flow. In the second "dynamic-zero" 
method the average of the positive and negative readings of 
each 180° pair gives the response at zero-flow under the 
assumptions of constant flow speed during the test pair, and 
linear meter response through zero. In practice, the dynamic 
method is faster and more r epeatable than the no-flow method. 
Bubbles are less troublesome, waiting periods are greatly 
reduced , and l ocal shea r effects are more easily corrected. 
The dynami c -zero method also lends i t self to use in simple 
flumes si nce the absolute speed i s no t cr it i c al, only its 
cons iste ncy d ur i ng each 180° ro ta t i o n . The r esponse in 
near-ze ro flow was periodically u s e d i n (f) as a check of the 
dynamic - zer o ass umptions . Dye was used to e s timate a res i dual 
flow cor rection, but due to th re e dimensi onal flow structure at 
near~zero speed, such corrections are difficult to make 
accurately . 
d. System test 
Tests of ze r o stability (F i g u re 18f) make a strong check of 
ATT elec tron i c and sensor perfo r mance . Unlike mechanical 
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sensors in which zero-flow requires no sensor response, 
accurate zero-flow response in ATT meters requires accurate 
mid-scale elec tronic response. That is, for ATT meters to 
operate accura tely near electronic mid-scale (the zero-f low 
condition) many of their components must function proper l y. 
4. Horizontal cosine response 
Figures 1g-2o show low speed horizontal cosine response in 
polar coordinates, x-y components , and speed/direction 
anomalies . Tests were made in the WHO! flume at a nomi nal 
speed of 5 . 3 em/sec . The measured response (dots ) is higher 
than calculated (solid circle) due to flow acceleration 
discussed in (2) above . Wake effects of the cage tie-rods (at 
45°, 135° , etc .) and transducer suppo rts (at oo, goo, 
etc . ) are evident . The tie-r od at 135° was temporarily 
removed giving the response indicated by the x' s between goo 
and 180°. The transducer " shadows " at 0°, goo, etc ., 
were not seen in an earlier meter with a r o unded cyl inde r 
supporting the four transducer fingers. Err or bars (F igur e 20) 
indicate typical + rms variations for the flume/instrument 
combination . The-somewhat larger error bar with tie-rod 
removed (bottom panel) is not understood. 
Peak - to - peak horizontal cosine-response speed error at 5 . 3 
em/sec is about +6% o f the mean reading, closely comparable to 
the 5 . 5% mean for three earlier design meters tested by Appell 
(lg78) at speeds of 13 and 51 em/sec (tie-rod Reynolds numbers 
of ~soo to 5000) . 
5 . Linearity (steady flow} 
Figure 21 shows the conventional calibration function in 
steady flow . Tank size effects and least squa r es regr ession 
equations in fresh water at 20oc are also shown . (See Figure 
22 for tan k dimensions . ) 
Figure 22 combines various linearity estimates fo r speeds 
up to 68 em/s ec . The "gai n " o r r a tio of meter re sponse to flow 
speed should ideally be c ons tant. Thus departures from 
horizontal in the figu r e represent nonlinear response, while 
vertical d i s placeme nts fr om the "calculated " dash line 
represent differences between p r edicted (see Appendix C) and 
obse rved response. S ince velocities in the lee of obstructions 
such as the t i e-rods are expected to be smaller than the 
f r ee- st r eam velocity , it is surprising that the gain is 
generally larger than calculated . Clearly flow intensificati on 
from the instrument cylinder end-effect more than off-sets the 
flow defec ts of the rods. 
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The upward slope of the "small tank" data is apparently the 
result of flow blockage in the WHOI tank since the trend 
disappears in the larger Scripps tank . The upward trend in 
both tanks below ~15 em/sec is thought to be an instrument 
hydrodynamic effect seen also in Figure 8 under similar 
conditions but with a rather different style ATT meter. 
Response with the 1350 tie-rod removed is shown at (A). 
The range of all observations in Figures 19 and 20 is shaded at 
(B). All other measurements in Figure 22 are with one axis 
aligned with the flow (8 = OO). The single dye calibration 
value from Figure 17 (8 = 0°) is shown at (C) . The flow 
speed used to calculate the gain was that of the dye in the 
sense volume rather than the usual upstream flume speed. Since 
small systematic bias errors are difficult to evaluate , 
arbitrary +0.5 em/sec dashed lines have been added for 
reference.-
6. Vertical cosine-response 
Figures 23 and 24 give the vertical cosine-response of the 
same instrument. Flume speed was 7.5 em/sec. The response is 
seen to be strongly influenced by both meter rotation (8) and 
meter tilt (a). 
In Figure 24 left, flow is blocked by pressure case and 
transducer housings as indicated in the sketch below. Response 
(A) is affected more than (B) due to increased blockage by the 
transducer housings . At the right, response (A) is again worse 
than (B) since the scoop-like end-bail presents greater 
cross-section to the flow (seen best in Figure 27) . Errors of 
opposite sense in the range +30° tilt may tend to compensate 
each other in some but not all wave flow (see model discussion, 
McCullough, 1978). 
Reverse flow indication at (C) is surprising and conflicts 
with simultaneous dye observations showing no reverse fluid 
motion. Values along line (D) show 5° steps of rotation 
between orientations (A) and (B). 
Figure 25 sh ows similar vertical cosine-response data for 
NBIS meters with two slightly d i fferent shapes indicated in the 
insert sketches . Changes are: the meter at the top has a 
shorter transducer support cylinder and longer mirror stem; the 
meter at the bottom has a flat end-cap and longer transducer 
cylinder . All three cages (Figures 24, 25 top and 25 bottom) 
are the same size. 
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Figure 25 top shows two negative response regions. 
Response of three meters tested at one speed was similar . 
Figure 25 bottom left shows large scatter in the wake of the 
flat end-cap. No discernible speed dependence was noted at 10, 
31, and 51 em/sec tow speeds. 
Variations in response and lac k of speed dependence suggest 
improved performance in steady tow may be possible at negative 
tilt angles. ~he relative impo r tance of end-bail and mirror 
wakes (right) has not been evaluated but can be readily 
determined by removing the end-bail and/or changing the mirror 
size. An open cage such as in Figure 15, but with a longer 
mirror stem and smaller mirror, presumably would improve the 
tilt response. 
Measurements shown in Figure 25 were made in the David 
Taylor Naval Ships Research and Development Center (D~-NSRDC) 
#1 tow basin at Carcerock , Maryland . The large indoor basin 
(shown in Figure A-4) is 15 . 5 m wide , 3.3 and 6 . 7 m deep, and 
275 m long. The slosher used is described by Kalvaitis 
(1978). (Upper panel data are by G. Appell, lower panel data 
are by J. McCullough.) Sampling was made automatically with an 
HP 9825 data logger at ~20 observations per cycle over an 
integral number of cycles (typically 10) . 
For comparison, representative vertical cosine-response 
functions for EM sensors can be found in Griffiths et al. 
(1978), Marsh McBirney , I nc . (1975), and Olson (1972) ;~hose 
for propellers in Shonting (1967) , Gill and Michelena (1971), 
Davis and Weller (1979), and Weller and Davis (1979). 
7. Acoustic half-path model 
a . Flow blockage (large a ) 
Figure 26 suggests how the negative (reverse flow) portions 
of the vertical cosine-response cu r ves (Figures 24 and 25) are 
generated . Each s i ngl e acoustic ax i s (A) is composed of 2 
" half-path s " sepa r a ted by t he aco ust ic mirror (see do t a nd das h 
segments in la r ge i ns t rumen t s ket c h ) . Each half-path generates 
a s ignal wi t h am pl i t ude equal t o tt a t of the total a xi s , bu t 
displaced by ±60 ° from it. The net r esponse is thus the s um of 
two large o ut o f phase s ignals . I f either the direction or 
speed of the f low diffe r s i n the two half-paths , large 
differences including si gn changes can occur in the observed 
sum . 
One hypothet i ca l d i ff erenti a l ga i n variation (speed and/or 
direction) i s s hown a t (B) wi th resulting r esponse shown at 
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(C). Instrument sketches (bottom) show orientation of various 
obstructions to help visualize how differential half-path flow 
might originate. 
Figure 27 shows a dye trace illustrating the proposed 
mechanism at a worst case tilt angle of +700 . Flow is from 
the left at 1.5 em/sec. The dye column was about 3 ern in 
diameter (the instrument case is 19 ern in diameter) and nearly 
vertical before reaching the meter center-line . Lower acoustic 
half-path (dash line in previous figure) is seen to be directly 
in the wake of the mirror and its support while the upper 
half-path is relatively unobstructed . The combined effect is 
suggested as the mechanism causing the observed negative meter 
response near +70° tilt in Figures 24-25. 
b. Flow bending _ (small a) 
If the meter is inclined at angle a to the flow and the 
integrated mean flow along the first half-path has horizontal 
component u, and vertical component w, and the downstream 
half-path has components u + 6u and w + 6w, then the response R 
for the NBIS geometry is 
R = [u cos a- w sin a] + [6u sin (a+300) + 6w cos (a+300)] 
where the first term in brackets is the desired flow component 
parallel to the mirror and the second term contains signals due 
to changes 6u and 6w. In the range a = ±300 tilt (Figure 
24), modeled angular flow changes of a few degrees account for 
the observed net errors. Dye observations indicate flow 
distortion of the correct sign and approximate magnitude needed 
to account for the observed response. 
8. Mod~~ed dynamic response 
Figure 28 shows the envelope of speed and angle errors 
predicted from the observed steady flow vertical cosine-
response (Figures 23-24) and the large-wave kinematic model of 
McCullough (1978) . Response in small waves will generally be 
more accurate . The overall predict i on , however, is for 
increasingly lower mean readings and large direction errors as 
vertical flow components increase relative to the horizontal 
mean flow. 
9. Wave amp~itude effect 
Figure 29 compares measured response to 23 and 60 ern 
amplitude straight-line sloshing along the instrument cylinder 
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axis. Response to the larger amplitude slosh (bottom) compares 
favorably with predicted error estimates. The smaller sca~e 
motion (top) does not. Inserts show instrument size relative 
to track of motion at signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5. 
(Length-scale effects are discussed further in Appendix A.) 
10. Measured horizontal dynamic response 
Figure 30 shows the measured mean response to steady tows 
combined with linear horizontal oscillations at angle ¢ to the 
tow. Data were taken at DT-NSRDC with the equ1pment described 
above in section 6. No vertical motions were generated by the 
slasher in these tests. Thus if dynamic effects were 
negligible the response would lie along the horizontal line 
V/V0 = 1 to within the error bounds indicated by the 
horizontal cosine-response (Figures 19-20). When the mean 
speed exceeds the maximum oscillator speed (V0 /aw > 1), new (undisturbed) water is traversed at all times and the measured 
and tow speeds generally show such agreement for all slasher 
orientations. When tow speeds are smaller than oscillating 
maximum speed (V0 jaw < 1), indicated speeds also agree with 
steady carriage speeds except when the tow and the slosh are 
collinear (¢ = OO) or nearly collinear (¢ = 150). (Note: 
the signal-to-noise ratio used in this figure is relative to 
aw, the maximum oscillatory speed, instead of aw/IL as used 
elsewhere in this report.) 
Reducing the peak-to-peak size of the oscillation from 4 ft 
to 2 ft (120 to 60 em) at ¢ = oo reduces the collinear error, 
further indicating its dynamic origin. The reduced response is 
apparently caused by secondary flow induced in the tow tank by 
the meter, i.e, the stationary water assumption for the tank is 
not valid. The importance of such effects in moored 
oceanographic applications has not been determined. 
The results suggest that peak wave velocities measured when 
the vertical flow component is small may have relatively smal~ 
errors except when the wave and mean flows are essentially 
coplanar. 
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VIII. New Cage Designs 
A. Introduction 
In this section three new ATT designs are proposed: 
1. A simple alternate cage design compatible with present 
electronics. 
2. A higher performance cage requiring new electronic and 
transducer design . 
3. An in situ calibration standard used to evaluate moored 
---
current meters. 
Proposals for such designs go back more than a decade, but 
the concepts are still "new" in the sense that they are as yet 
untested. 
B. New meters 
1. Figure 31 shows a four-bar sensor-cage compatible with 
existing circuitry. Two direct acoustic paths (no mirror) are 
used in the open cage . Short tubes supporting the transducers 
protrude diagonally inward several rod diameters to avoid much 
of the unwanted wake flow-defect shown in Figure 13 . Longer 
diagonal rods, tapered near the ends, might reduce total mean 
errors further. A similar design is shown in Figure 3a . 
2. An electronically more elaborate but potentially more 
accurate 3-bar design is shown in Figure 32. Three direct 
paths are measured. The current directions relative to the 
cage are estimated, and the acoustic path in the largest wake 
is determined by table look up and is discarded. The other two 
paths and compass are then used to determine the east-north 
flow component s prior to vector averaging. A correction for 
cage rotation rate (derived from compass readings) is needed 
since the acoustic paths do not intersect the vertical r otation 
axis of the cage. While the processing is more complex, the 
associated hardware using microprocessor or other LSI circuits 
may be no greater than with othe r c age designs . In either 
design , incl ined acoustic paths can be used to measure the 
vertical flow components . The general design problem is 
similar in some ways to that of anemometers operating near 
towers (Gillet al., 1967, etc .). 
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3. An in situ standard meter 
The need for an in situ standard meter for calibration and 
performance evaluation is well recognized (i . e ., McCul l ough , 
1978 and 1979) . The standard meter must be e xposed to the same 
mooring motion and ocean flow without disturbing the flow past 
the meter being evaluated . All sensors should have similar 
length and time scales . As with other calibrat i on devices the 
standard meter may be mo r e elaborate , harder to handle, more 
expensive , etc . , than meters used for routine observations. 
For this purpose we propose mounting cages such as shown in 
Figure 32 both above and below the candidate meter . Small 
cables connect the two standard cages and candidate meter to a 
remote data logger below . All sensors are tortionally coupled 
and share a common compass . Each cage (of either the 4 or 3 
bar type) uses one horizontal and two inclined acoustic paths 
in each 2-bar plane . Thus in the dual 3-bar configuration 
there are 
(3 acoustic paths per plane)(3 planes per cage)(2 cages) 
= 18 acoustic paths in all . 
Redundant paths in each cage are used to find u, v , and their 
error bounds. Vertical shear and mean flows at the central 
meter being tested are estimated from the upper and lower cage 
observations. Extra acoustic paths allow detection of partial 
hardware failures and provide back - up redundancy. In situ 
checks of system performance are included in the basic design . 
The data logger should allow multiple xed inputs from the 
meter being tested and low data rate telemetry to monitor 
performance following launch . Standard meter and tested 
meter data are logged simultaneously on the same recorder along 
with temperature measu r ements at the three sensor levels . 
Moored tests up to about 3 months duration are needed to allow 
representat ive wave and mean f low combinations i n one 
deployment . Labo r ato ry, model , a nd ocean tests of this and the 
other designs p r oposed will be needed . Comparative me r its of 
this concept with alte r nate bac ks ca tte r techniques should be 
evaluated . 
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IX. Conclusion 
Considerable progress has been made in ATT technology in 
the last half century and particularly in the last decade. 
Problems of cost, size, power consumption, and stability have 
become manageable for moored applications. The remaining 
problem of flow interference along the acoustic path, however, 
must be solved if the linear-system advantages inherent in ATT 
sensors are to be realized. Analysis of the general problem 
and possible solutions suggests that dynamic performance 
exceeding that of present techniques is feasible. Continued 
development i ncl ud i ng an _in _situ moored standard is encouraged. 
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Appendix A 
A Large-Wave Kinematic Model of ATT Flowmeter Response 
A. Introduction 
The numeric model of McCullough (1978) is discussed further 
here. The model uses the empirically measured steady-flow 
vertical cosine-response function to predict mean response in 
large wave-like conditions . The calculation is purely 
kinematic, but some dynamic effects are introduced through the 
experimentally determined vertical cosine function. The model 
does not treat length scales, secondary flows, broadband 
forcing, etc. The previous sections, however, show that such 
effects are not negligible. The model results then should be 
considered as engineering estimates of typical errors 
introduced by imperfect vertical cosine-response as wave 
amplitudes grow large compared with the instrument. To date, 
the model predictions have not been adequately verified in the 
laboratory. 
B. The Model 
1 . Assumptions 
The model assumes: 
a. Known vertical cosine-response as a single-valued 
function of the ttree dimensional flow direction. 
b. As sketched in Figure 1-A, steady mean flow is 
combined with single-frequency, fixed amplitude, planar, 
vertical, circular or elliptical orbital flow. 
c . Time and space dependent flow effects are 
negligible, i. e ., wakes, transients, entrainment, turbulence, 
broadband excitation , response length scales, variations with 
speed (Reynolds number), etc., are not modeled. 
Assum~tion (a) becomes more realistic as the wave particle 
trajectories become large compared with the instrument length 
scales . Clearly for osc illati ons of the size of the sensor and 
smaller this assumption is inadequate. As demonstrated in 
Figures 14 , 29 and 30 , response may differ markedly from the 
steady-state value. 
A-1 
The monochromatic forcing assumption (b) closely models 
conventi o nal laboratory tests, but is not representative of 
typical broadband ocean surface gravity wave flow. It may 
better represent some types of mooring motion such as that seen 
at mid-depths o n deep-water surface-following moorings. 
The last assumption (c) is not independent. It is listed 
as a reminder of other important effects not included in this 
first model. 
2. 
8 
u,v,w 
Vo 
w 
t 
aw 
bw 
vl 
vl 
VR 
a 
0 
~ 
Notation (see Figure A-1} 
ATT sensor azimuth (horizontal plane} 
Velocity components, w vertical 
Horiz o ntal mean speed (along +v} 
Angular orbital velocity (constant} 
Time 
Orbit speed in w direction 
Orbit speed in horizontal plane 
Orbit velocity 
Mean orbit speed 
Resultant velocity (mean plus 
oscillatory} 
Flow altitude (tilt} angle from horizontal 
Flow azimuth (horizontal plane} 
Azimuth of orbital plane 
Other notation not shown in the figure includes: 
Flow angle relative to meter sensors 
v Indicated ATT meter velocity 
v Indicated mean meter velocity 
"Response Ratio" (ratio of measured to true speed} 
A-2 
,. 
Flow "Signal-to-Noise Ratio " (ratio of mean to 
mean oscillatory speed) 
3. Model 
Fluid particles move in fixed planar orbits combined with 
steady mean flow . The orbital plane is normal to the 
horizontal plane containing the instrument sensors as indicated 
in Figure A-1. From the figure , the orb ital velocity v1 is 
2 V 1 = ( aw s i n w t ) 2 + ( bw cos w t ) 2 • 
The mean orbital velocity V1 over each cycle is 
2 b2 (a + ) ~ 
= 2 w • 
For circular motion, a = b and 
V1 = v1 = aw • 
For linear vertical motion, b = 0 and 
v1 = aw sin wt 
v1 = aw;/2. 
The components of mean plus orbital velocity (V0 + v1 ) are 
u = Vl cos wt sin ¢ 
v = V0 + V1 cos wt cos ¢ 
w = v1 sin w t. 
The desired resultant total velocity VR is 
2 
VR = u2 + v2 + w2 • 
The flow altitude or ti lt angle a is 
a = . -1 ( w ) Sln jVRj 
A-3 
The horizontal flow beari ng o i s 
o = tan- 1 (u) • 
v 
Let the axis of the c ur rent me t er transduce r s be 
oriented at some angle e to V a s shown , then the f l o w az i muthal 
angle S relative to the mete r s ensors i s 
s = o - e • 
4. Empirical vertical cosine- response 
From steady flow vertical cosine-response measurements we 
find the empirical weight i ng funct i on H( a, S) such that 
urn = H (a , S) u 
Vm = H(a,S)v 
where subscripts m denote measured quantities , and a and S are 
the flow direction angles relative to the instrument sensors. 
5. Integration 
For small increments of orbit angle 6wt the numer i c model 
determines the flow attack angles a . The associated resultant 
flow VR is then weighted by H( a, S) . Li near interpolation was 
used to find H( a , S ) be t ween measurements . The weighted 
response around the o r b i t was integrated numerically to 
determine the pred i cted instrument mean velocity V (speed and 
direction) . 
Computa tions we r e made wi th HP 9830 and HP 2100 d i gital 
computers us ing s o steps of 6w t and trapezo i dal integra tion 
over qua rter and f ul l o r b i ts . Othe r step sizes and integration 
methods we re used as checks . 
6 . Nond ime ns i o na lized r es ponse 
The pred icted i ns tr ument r esponse V i s nond i mens i onal ized 
by the true mean speed V0 and plo tted ve rsus the non-
dimensionalized f lo w "signal-to-no i se r a t io ." This flow 
A-4 
"signal-to-noise ratio" as used here describes the ratio of 
mean to oscillatory flow . (It is not the same as the usual 
instrument "signal-to-noise ratio.") 
7. Special case 
An analytic solution was found showing that V/V 0 is 
always single valued for ¢ = 0° and circular orbits in the 
range 0 < V0 /v1 ~ 1 for arbitrary H(a,S) . Departures from 
this condition in laboratory experiments thus represent 
non-kinematic effects. That is, if the response isn't "flat" 
below S/N = 1 at ¢ = 0°, dynamic or other effects are 
present. Fortuitously the ¢ = 0° configuration is the 
easiest to implement in small tanks and is also the con-
figuration in which wake effects are likely to be the most 
pronounced. 
C. Results 
Using the vertical cosine-response measurements of Figure 
24, extreme and typical values of V/V0 were calculated. The 
shaded areas of Figure 28 show the results. Typical values 
(shown as dot-dash lines) were calculated assuming all 8 and ¢ 
are equally probable. (It is curious to note, however, that 
this definition occasionally leads to "typical" mean values 
where no actual value exists.) 
Additional model calculations are summarized in Figure A-2 
for two meter orientations 8, three orbit polarization angles 
¢, and various "shape" values a/b. The end result is: low 
speeds and large direction errors are predicted in large waves. 
D. Limitations 
1 . Leng th scale 
I n o rd e r f or wa ke s (and assoc i a t ed instrument errors) to 
approach tha t of steady flow , s ome minimum horizontal particle 
displacemen t i s r equ ired . The hor i zontal speed S is 
= [(Vl cos wt sin ¢ )2 + (Vo + v1 cos wt cos ¢)2]
112 . 
A- 5 
.. 
For new water to enter the sensor volume of width t, some 
minimum time T of order 
T = 
t 
s 
is needed. A longer period (perhaps ~3T) will be required for 
wake stabilization. 
For the special case of linear vertical oscillation 
(b = 0, and S = V0 ), the displacement L per cycle period Tis 
L = V0T; and the flow signal-to-noi se ratio (SNR) is 
test 
SNR Vo 
12V0 T 0.225 L = = = 
aw/12" 2na a 
Suppose as in Figure 29a at SNR = 0.44 , 
has 
V = 15 em/sec, T = 3.0 sec , and t = 12 em; 
0 
the laboratory 
then L = V0T = 45 em, the number of sensor lengths per 
oscillator cycle is L/t = 3 .7 5 , and the water in the sense 
volume is steadily replaced (horizontally) every 360°/3 . 75 = 
960. That is, 96° of oscillation pass for each transducer 
length-scale moved horizontally. Clearly the first model 
assumption (fully developed wakes at all angles) is 
questionable. 
The laboratory results shown in Figure 29a confirm this 
suspicion . The predicted large wave errors (dashed line) are 
much greater than those observed. Time plots of the raw 
instrument and dye traces show that fully developed response 
does not occ ur. The slosher, t ow carriage , and tank used in 
this e xperiment are s hown in F i gure A-3 . 
Larger os cillations in Figu r e 29b, however, show good 
agreement bet ween modeled and observed response. Slosh period 
and tow speeds used here were 8, 35 ; 5 , 72; and 12, 35 ; sec and 
em/sec respectively . Maximum flow attack angles did not exceed 
tan-1 (aw/V0 ) = 530 for the three points shown. The 
instrument housing penetrated the surface in these tests. The 
tow carriage used is shown in Figu re A-4. A complete set of 
dynamic experiments is not yet available . 
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To better understand the instrument and model limitati ons , 
a full series of tests for one instrument should include at 
least: 
· Zero and gain checks 
. Steady-tow vertical cosine-response at different 
speeds 
· Linear vertical sloshing at different scale-sizes 
· Circular vertical sloshing at various angles ¢ 
and scale-sizes , in both orbital directions 
· Full time histories of s peed, direction, and positi on . 
(Both orbital directions are needed to test pressure case wake 
effects.) 
2. Broadband forcing 
If the sensor response were linear, response t o broadband 
forcing could be est imated from superposition of the mono-
chromatic estimates shown . On the other hand, since errors 
from instrumen t nonl inearities are present, models with broad 
frequency and directional spectra should be evaluated directly 
to test coupled effects and allow mo re realistic simulation of 
ocean condit i ons . 
E . Improvements 
The kinema tic model used here tr eats only the "geometry " of 
the flow. Improved e rror estimates could be found by including: 
a . Instrument response length scales 
b. Broadband forcing 
c . Dynamic effects (wake evolution , entrained water , etc.). 
The need for predictive models for instrument design and data 
inter p re ta t ion will not necessarily diminish with improved 
instrume nt performance . Instrument nonlinearities always exist 
and the resulting net ef fect in time/spatially varyi ng ocean 
flow is seldom obv ious. 
A- 7 
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Appendix B 
Example Tow and Flume Signals 
Figure B-1 compares ATT towed current meter response with 
and without the flume flow. The top trace with the WHO! flume 
running shows generally noisier response but has more rapid 
adjustment following the ends of the two tows. The bottom 
trace of two similar tows made in still water shows lower noise 
levels· with longer, less predictable adjustment periods after 
the tows . (Traces are for e = oo with the NBIS #2 meter.) 
The decelerated downstream tow response at (a) takes longer 
to reach its maximum negative value than in the accelerated 
situation at (b) where the meter is being towed upstream 
against the flow. Net response at (c) about equals that at (d) 
unlike the situation at (a) above. 
Typical flume turbulence level is seen just before (a). 
Increased noise after this first downstream tow does not 
subside appreciably in the 5 min wait between tows (top 
trace) . Characteristic decrease in response during tows 
shows the long adjustment period required to reach steady state 
response (see also Figure 14). 
General variability of the signals indicates the difficulty 
of making precise measurements in still and/or moving water 
with instruments having large geometric cross-section. 
Figure B-2 (from an x-y plotter) gives the combined 
two-axis response of the same instrument. The top panel shows 
response to flow from 9 different horizontal directions (8 = 0, 
45, etc.). Noise is less with flow along x or y axis since 
tie-rod wake s are aligned and are farther from the acoustic 
sense paths. The figure helps visualize speed/direction 
variability of the observed orthogonal x-y flow components in 
the flume at 3 . 4 em/sec . 
The lower panel (b) shows to the same scale, the response 
in "still " water 15 minutes after a tow and (c) after an 
overnight wait. Expanded time plots of the single-axis noise 
of the same instrument are shown in Figure 18. Water noise 
l e v el , h owev e r , can be at least an order of magnitude less 
(< 0.1 mm/sec) as suggested by the t < 0 portions of the traces 
in Figure 14 . 
All sample traces are 30 seconds long. Data were taken in 
the WHO! flume February 1979 with the NBIS-1, SN-2, mirror-type 
ATT meter shown in Figures 16 , 17, 27, and A-3. Traces in 
Figures 18 , Bl, and B2 were reproduced directly from an HP 
7046A x-y recorder. 
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Appendix C 
Predicted Cal ibration of an NBIS ATT Meter 
The calibration of ATT meters can be predicted from 
knowledge of the sound frequency f, the direct wat e r 
separation £ of the transducers , and the sound speed c in 
water . Measured depa rt ures from the calculated value for the 
NBIS meter are shown in Figure 22. 
For this meter the phase change ¢ i s re la ted to the 
vel oc ity v along £ by 
¢ = 
where 
4nf£v 
c 2 
f = 1 . 605 X 106 Hz 
£ = 11.0 em (external mechanical separation , Model 1 SN2) 
c = 1483 m/s (fresh water at 20°c and 1 atm). 
The electronic phase to voltage conversion constant kp is 
k = 1000 mv 
P 7T rad 
(Model 2 has kp = 2000 mv/n rad. ) 
The voltage gain constant then is 
= 4000 f £ CT 
= (4000) (1 . 6 05xl 0 6 ) (1 1 . 0 ) 
(1483x l00) 2 
= 3 . 2 1 mv 
e m/sec 
C-· 1 
" 
The reciprocal constant ks for converting the measured 
voltage to a speed is 
1 
ks = k 
v 
= 312 em/sec 
volt 
Table C-1 lists sound speeds from Wilson (1960) for typical 
conditions of temperature , salinity and depth . The values R 
give the percent change of the squared sound speed f r om that of 
C0 at 20°C in fresh water at one atmosphere (i.e., C0 = 
1483.1 m/s). 
c 2 R = 100[(--) -1] 
co 
To find a new value of ks multiply 312 by (1 + R/100) . For 
example, at 0° and 3000 m depth (C = 1500 m/s) R = +2.3% so 
k = 312 (1.023) = 319 em/sec Extreme values in the table 
s volt 
are seen to be -7.5 and +11.6%; larger variations are possible 
in other ocean conditions. 
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Table C-1 
Sound Speeds and ATT Corrections 
In situ Sound 
---Depth/Salinity Temperature Speed Gain Variation 
z,s T c R 
rn, o I o o oc rn/s % 
Surface 5 1426 -7.5 
(fresh) 10 1447 -4.8 
15 1467 -2.2 
20 1483 0 . 0 
25 1497 +1.9 
30 1511 +3.8 
Surface 0 1449 -4.5 
(350/ 00) 5 1471 -1.6 
10 1490 +1.0 
15 1507 +3.3 
20 1522 +5 . 3 
25 1535 +7.1 
30 1546 +8.6 
200 rn 5 1474 -1 . 2 
(35o/oo) 10 1494 +1.4 
15 1511 +3.8 
1000 rn 3 1479 -0.5 
(35o/oo) 8 1500 +2.2 
3000 rn 0 I" 1500 +2.3 
(35o /oo) 3 1513 +4.1 
6000 rn 0 15 54 +9.8 
(350/ 00) 3 1 567 +11 .6 
.. 
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Figure l. 
Early ATT flowmeters . Upper panel shows Hartig/Wilcox 1929 
patented invention for pipe and open flow . Frequencies of two 
transmitters 4 and 68 were sepa r ately adjusted to give an 
integral number of wavelengths along path (a) between receivers 
41 and 44. Flow speed could then be calculated from the two 
frequencies, distance (a) , and the sound speed . 
Lower panel shows "sonic true airspeed indicator" developed 
at Harvard Underwater Sound Laboratory (HUSL) during World 
War II. ATT device is shown mounted on a Navy K-airship in 
1944 . Sensor head (insert) used a central 4 KHz CW 
transmitter, separate up- and downstream receivers , and phase 
detection of air-speeds in the range 0-70 knots . A fabric 
tunnel lead from transducer head to processor elect r onic rack 
mounted in gondola at right . Response showed close agreement 
with estimated air speed over calibrated course . (From first 
Hartig/Wilcox patent (top) and Eisenstein et al ., 1945 
(bottom) . ) 
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Figure 2. 
First moored ATT meter. Fin (top-left) aligned single 55 em-
long acoustic path into flow. Phase detection of l MHz sound 
was alternately determined for 13 sec each in the up- and 
downstream directions. Chassis (bottom) has from the left: 
aircraft magnetic compass-transmitter, vacuum tube phase 
circuit, and coaxial switch. Components shown were connected 
by an 8-conductor cable to batteries and photographic data 
logger in mooring anchor. About 1400 observations could be 
autonomously recorded (from Middleton, 1955). 
- 52 - Figure 2 
Figure 3. 
Sonic anemometers. a) Open cage, two component meter with four 
diagonal transducer stems. Kaijo Denki Co., circa 1972 (Japan). 
b) Two axis nonorthogonal sensor array with central transmitter 
(from Bovsheverov et al., 1973). c) Three axis meter with 
separate transmitters-and receivers. EG&G model 198 (from 
Kaimal et al., 1974). d) Intercomparison (from Miyake et al., 
1971). -e)~ree component anemometer, circa 1974, Kaijo-Denki 
Co., model PAT 311 . 
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Figure 4. 
ATT current meters. a) Medium length ( ~ 10 m) multiple path ATT 
volume transport system being installed at an angle to flow in 
California aqueduct (from Lowell, 1977). b) Transducer mount 
for direct path ATT meter, suggested by Gytre, 1979 (Norway) . 
c) Cluttered two-axis, wire-lowered meter tested at Scripps and 
WHOI, built by OKI, ~ 1969 (Japan). d) Two-axis, 50 m and 150m 
WHOI tower and bottom mounted system (from Nowak, 1969). e) 
Three-axis submarine mounted turbulence probe (from Lawson et 
al., 1976). 
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Figure 5. 
ATT current meters (continued). a) Autonomous two-axis moored 
current meter by Simrad, Inc . , 1979 (Norway). b) Wire lowered 
two-axis meter by Crouzet, Inc., circa 1974 (France). c) 
Three-axis, ring mounted, direct path meter by NBIS, 1978 (USA). 
d) Four-axis, three component benthic boundary layer probe 
(from Williams and Tochko, 1977). e) Wire lowered Crouzet ATT 
meter, circa 1973 (France). f) Two-axis, faired-ring 
transducer and electronics (from Hardies, 1975). 
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Figure 6. 
Early two-axis, direct-path Gytre ATT flowmeter tested at WHO! 
in 1974. Transducers (bottom) are encapsulated discs near ends 
of four cylindrical rods. Acoustic path length (diagonal 
separation) is 10 em, rod diameters are 1 em. Framework at top 
includes tow carriage and 1 meter peak-to-peak in-line slosher 
used in dynamic tests. 
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Figure 7. 
Dynamic response of meter shown in previous figure. Indicated 
response (dots) and kinematic speed over the ground (dash line) 
are in close agreement. Tow and oscillatory motion are 
collinear at constant depth along tank center-line. Upper 
frame shows response when acoustic axis is aligned with tow 
(8 = 0°). Bottom frame is same except that the flow is 
midway between the two axes (8 = 45°) . Speeds are scaled 
from steady tow calibrations. Meter position over the ground 
(solid-curve) retraces previous path for major portion of each 
cycle. 
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Figure 8. 
Horizontal cosine-response . S i ngle axis response (bottom) as 
function of steady tow speed and meter rotation angle e. 
Section along 53 em/sec tow speed (arrow) is shown versus 
rotation angle e above . Percent error (arbitrarily normalized 
to zero at 8 = 50°) is shown with percent error scale at 
right. 
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Figure 10. 
Low Reynolds number wakes behind cylinders . a) Laminar flow . 
b,c,d, and e) Developing twin vortices. f) Stable vortices 
start transition to laminar wake. Flow visualization used 
surface aluminum powder (from Prandtl, 1927). 
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Figure 11. 
Observed mean properties of low Reynolds number wakes behind 
cylinders. Top: mean-speed distribution across wake at R = 48 
and 70 along 3 sections at distances x = 1, 1.8, and 3.2 
diameters downstream from the cylinder center. Bottom: wake 
length in cylinder diameters for a range of Reynolds numbers 
(from Nishioka and Sato, 1978). 
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Figure 12. 
Karman vortex street. Fully developed wake behind cylinder 
shown as white streak at bottom . R = 2 x 103 , D = 1 . 27 em , V 
= 15 em/sec . Note large wake size relative to cylinder 
diameter , also large irregular eddy about 8 em from the top . 
Minimizing adverse effects of such wakes is the central 
unsolved problem in ATT design (from Clutter et al ., 1959 ; via 
Batchelor , 1979) . ----
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Figure 14 . 
Measured low speed ATT response . Mete r shown in F i gu r e 6 is 
towed at ~2 . 2 mm/sec (R = 33) with one acoustic a x is aligned to 
the flow (8 = 0°) and at 8 = 20° . Tow starts at t = 0 , 
stops 5 to 6 minutes later having cove r ed a distance of only 
70 em . Response at 8 = 0° is less than at 8 = 20o . 
Negative response at end of tow equals flow defect just before 
tow stop . Bottom panel has the same condition as at top but 
water is gently stirred at time (A) about 1 mete r upstream of 
the instrument . Short period noise level (grass) before tows 
is less than 0 . 1 mm/sec . Periodic small signal jumps were 
caused by an electron i c problem . About 2 . 5 min o r 4 probe 
separations of travel are required (top panel) for appro x imate 
signal stabilization . 
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Figure 14 
Figure 15. 
First sea-going, mirror-type ATT current meter tested at WHOI 
(November 1975). Acoustic paths are at 45° angles to 
mirror. Sense volume is kept relatively open and separated 
from pressure case. 
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Figure 16. 
NBIS acoustic current meter in WHOI tow and flume facility 
1978. Indoor ~1 x 1 x 20m tank has tow carriage (top) and 
eye-level glass walls (bottom). Water can be pumped (flume) at 
speeds up to 8 em/sec. Drogue (half-rotor, line and bobber) 
lower right, and dye are used to determine flume speed at 
transducer level. Vertical dye streaks monitor shear and aid 
flow visualization around current meter. 
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Figure 17. 
Dye motion (top to bottom by column) through NBIS mirror-type 
meter. Time sequence shows flow acceleration in acoustic sense 
volume below finger-like transducer supports. Photos are taken 
at 5-second intervals. 
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Figure 18. 
Response in still water. Traces a-d show single-axis analog 
voltages from NBIS meter for increasingly longer sample periods 
shown at right. Similar trace (e) shows modulation caused by 
slowly lowering the water surface. Modulation is a tank effect 
caused by acoustic reflections. Noise level (a-e) is an order 
of magnitude larger than shown in Figure 14, but still is smaLl 
(<l mm/sec) compared to typical ocean flow speeds. 
Trace (f) shows laboratory zero stability on 10 separate days, 
for two axes of one instrument over 63 consecutive days. Each 
point is the mean of 20 or more 10-second averages. Standard 
deviation of points shown is 0.1 em/sec for each axis (open and 
closed circles). Stability of zero-flow also monitors 
mid-scal e electronic performance, an important system test. 
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Figure 19 . 
Horizontal cosine-response. Polar d i agram of vector-response 
(dots) shows systematic magnitude variations with direction. 
Flow defects caused by cage tie-rods and transducer supports 
are seen at 8 = oo , 450, goo, etc. Removal of tie-rod at 
135° increases response to that shown by X's. Response 
magnitude is greater than predicted (solid circle). Plan views 
of tie-rod and transducer locations are superimposed on voltage 
diagram. Meter outline and r otat ion sense are sketched at 
right. Nominal flow speed is 5 . 3 em/sec . 
Figure 19 
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e 
Figure 20. 
Horizontal cosine-response (continued) . Response components 
(top) show clipped triangular wave form before removal o f 
arbitrary electronic bias . Flume (and meter) stability is 
indicated by typical error bars shown. Direction and speed 
anomalies (below) have 1 . 6° and 4 % rms variations. As 
before, X's (bottom panel) show response with one tie-rod 
removed. Nominal flow speed is 5 . 3 em/sec . 
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Figure 21. 
Steady flow calibration. Uncorrected "small tank" data show 6% 
increase in response due to flow blockage by the meter. 
Equations (box) give least squares linear regression functions 
for observed voltage E and speed s. 
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Figure 21 
Figure 22. 
Steady flow calibration (continued). Combined observations 
from previous 3 figures and other calibration data show 
dependence of instrument sensitivity or ''gain" (mv out per 
em/sec in) as a function of steady flume and tow speed . 
Departures from the horizontal represent gain nonlinearities; 
vertical separations from calculated response (dash-dash line) 
represent effects not included in conventional ATT response 
model (see Appendix C). Curved dash line pair gives +0.5 
em/sec range about percent response scale at right . 
Shaded block (right) shows range of calculated temperature 
effect in fresh water . Point (A) is "free flow" gain with 
tie-rod removed. Shading (B) indicates range of observations 
with rotation angle 8 shown in Figure 19 . Single dye 
observations (C) using flow speed in ATT sense volume (see 
Figure 17) agrees closely with calculated value at 1 . 5 em/sec. 
Other individual points (circles, squares) are means of several 
independent 10-second average values with one axis aligned with 
the flow (8 = OO) . 
Small tank gain grows steadily with speed due to flow blockage 
effects not seen in larger tank . Both small and large tank 
data show systematic gain increase equivalent t o about +0.5 
em/sec at low speeds. Flume (filled-circles) and tow 
{open-circles) data show no systematic differences . 
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Ve r tical c o sine -response. Me t e r i s til t ed in ste ady flow t o 
t es t i mm u n i t y to off -ax i s fl o w (orthogonality of sensors) . ( A ) 
Response wi th o ne axis aligned t o steady fl ow, and (B) r esponse 
with flo w mi d way be tween two a xes . Signifi c ant diffe r ences 
from des ir ed cos i ne -r e spo nse (das h - dash circle) are indicated • 
Nominal flume speed is 7 . 5 em/sec . Only o ne 180° segment o f 
the r esp o n s e i s sho wn ; other half will be mi r r or image about 
+90 ° l i ne . 
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Figure 24. 
Vertical cosine-response (continued) . Curves (A) and (B) 
correspond to those in previous figure . Wakes of pressure case 
and transducer supports cause low readings at left. Curve (B) 
is generally higher than (A) since flow is less obstructed 
between transducers (8 = 45°) . End-bail and mirror wakes 
cause negative (reverse) response at (C), actual flow does not 
reverse. Dots (D) show response in so steps between curves 
(A) and (B) at ~60° tilt . All data are arbitrarily 
normalized to unity response at tilt angle a = oo. Small 
error bars and scatter over several days of observation show 
highly repeatable response of instrument in +30° tilt range . 
Measured cosine-response departs markedly , however , from 
desired cosine function (dot-dash line) . 
Sketches below depict mete r or i entation at various angles with 
flow toward the right . 
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Figure 25. 
Vertical cosine-response for meters of two slightly different 
shapes sketched. Response differs in end-cap wake left but has 
similar negative response in mirror wake at right. Flat 
end-cap causes erratic data lower left . Response is not a 
strong function of individual instrument of one design (top) or 
of speed (bottom). As in previous figure, response departs 
significantly from desired cosine function (dash line) . Tests 
were made in the DT-NSRDC #1 tow basin with meters completely 
submerged and towed in horizontal position . (Data (top) from 
Appell, 1978.) 
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120 150 180 
Qualitative model of unexpected "reverse" response shown in 
previous two figures. A) Two acoustic half-paths (dot and dash 
lines of insert) li e on an equila teral triangle and thus have 
response equal to that of the entire axis but shifted by +600 
from it. The ir sum (solid line) is the total response of-one 
a x is . If response of either half-path is altered in speed 
and/or direction, the resulting sum is affected. Hypothetical 
half-path gains (B) combine to give response (C). 
Sketches (D) show meter orientation to help visualize how 
differential flow interference might occur on acoustic 
half-paths . Small dot on one transducer prong helps follow its 
pos i tion . 
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Figure 27. 
Dye flow-visualization. Previously vertical dye column is 
distorted by meter held at large positive tilt angle (a = 
+70.5°). Steady flow is to the right at 1.5 em/sec. Note 
"shadowing" effect of mirror and end-bail on lower acoustic 
half-path represented by dash-line in (A) of previous figure. 
Figure 27 
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t o : (a) vertical ci rcular orbi tal waves, (b-e) elliptical 
oscillations , and (d) linear vertical oscillations. "Response 
ratio" gives the mete r mean reading in units of the true mean. 
Flow "signal-to-noise ratio" gives the ratio of mean to 
oscillatory speed. Estimates are for oscillatory moti ons la rge 
compared with t he mete r size . Measured steady flow response of 
Figure 24 is used for the numeric model input disc usse d in 
Appendi x A. 
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Figure 29. 
Measured wave amplitude effect . As shown in the inserts, 
response to straight-line oscillatory motion normal to a steady 
tow was tested for small amplitude oscillations (a = 23 em) 
top, and larger amplitudes (a = 60 em) bottom panel. Kinematic 
model predictions (based on steady flow vertical cosine-
response) agree well for the larger motions but disagree in 
smaller ones (above). The difference emphasizes the importance 
of flow-scale in the instrument mean response. 
Since the flow-scale is not available internally, in situ 
electronic corrections based on response in one wave amplTtUOe 
band will not generally be applicable in flow with arbitrary 
amplitude distribution. Provisional results shown need further 
verification. (Test data upper panel courtesy R. Weller, 
Scripps; lower panel after McCullough, 1978). 
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Figure 31. 
Proposed 2-axis sensor cage. Two diagonally opposite tie-rods 
of a 4-rod open cage similar to that shown in Figures 3a and 15 
are attached to the instrument housing. Acoustic transducers 
extend diagonally into cage to avoid primary flow defect in 
tie-rod wakes (Figure 13). Direct acoustic paths (no mirror) 
avoid differential-shadowing effect (Figures 24-27) and 
hopefully improve vertical cosine-response. Length and shape 
of the transducer supports and proximity to the instrument case 
will need to be optimized empirically. 
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Figure 31 
Figure 32 . 
Proposed 3-axis sensor cage . Open symmetrical cage design 
using 3 vertical bars (left) has 3 acoustic paths AB , BC , and 
CA . Triangles (cente r ) show plan views of successive rotations 
of the cage and associated wakes . Dotted acoustic path in 
major wake region is measured but is not used in final vector 
averaging . Cage rotation angles are indicated at the right . 
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Figure A-1. 
Notation for large-wave kinematic response model. 
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Figure A-2. 
Predicted response of meter shown in Figures 16-17 in large 
waves. Response is indicated at two meter rotations (8 = oo 
and 45°), three orbit orientations (coplanar¢ = 0°, normal 
to mean flow¢ = 90°, and diagonal¢ = 45°), and several 
orbit shape factors a/b . Response is generally low , but is 
somewhat better at 8 = 45° than at e = 0°. 
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Figure A-3. 
Scripps tow tank, carriage, and linear slasher in 1979. 
Horizontally mounted ATT meter was oscillated across tow in 
pendulum-like motion to simulate linear vertical mooring 
motions in steady flow . See results Figure 29 top. (Photo 
courtesy of R. Weller, Scripps). 
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Figure B-1 
Figure B-2 . 
Instantaneous two-axis response . Each trace is a 30-second 
sample of the x-y NBIS model 1 analog voltages . (a) Response 
to 3 .4 em/sec flow from various horizontal angles . (b) Two-
axis noise level 15 min after a tow run (similar to that of 
p r evious figure , lower trace). (c) Noise level after 
overnight wait . Voltage scales are the same in all samples. 
Traces in (b) and (c) have been arbitrarily offset in the 
x-direction fo r clarity. (Nominal calibration coefficient is 
3 .2 mv per em/sec . ) 
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